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Amanda B E N N
@amandabenn.art

Benn works across drawing, painting, sculpture and installation from her Fremantle
studio and her work broadly spans environmental and ecological concerns. These works
called Ephemera not only speak of the flora they represent and the delicacy of the
environment they inhabit, but also of the advertisements and unsustainable
commercialism of the sale catalogues from her letterbox that they are pulped and made
from. Benn has been a practicing artist for nearly three decades, but only now feels the
impetus and inclination to start showing her work more regularly, in step with the
environmental urgency her practice represents.

Amanda Benn
Ephemera 1
Recycled paper pulp
25cm height
A$ 260

Amanda Benn
Ephemera 2
Recycled paper pulp
28cm height
A$ 280

Sam B L O O R
sambloor.net
@_sambloor

Bloor is a photographer and visual artist from Perth whose practice mainly investigates
points of contention within the designation of urban space along with perceived notions
of value and labour. His most recent show deviated and explored the cult-like
surroundings he grew up in as the son of a preacher. Since graduating in 2017 from
Curtin University, Bloor has won multiple awards and is already represented in numerous
private and public collections. This year he has also launched Better Days, a publishing
house with a focus on contemporary art and photography.

Sam Bloor
Reflections (3)
Drop sheet, aerosol, household
acrylic, pastel on canvas
84 x 59cm, includes video work
A$ 700

Sam Bloor
Blue (1)
Aerosol, oil pastel and household
acrylic on canvas
60 x 90cm
A$ 500

Sam Bloor
Blue (2)
Aerosol, oil pastel and household
acrylic on canvas
76 x 120cm
A$ 600

Mal H A R R Y
malharry.com
@mal_harry

Harry’s work is mostly concerned with how the communication of personal identity
exists in Western culture, both popular and underground, and he explores this through
images of icons. He is fascinated by the mechanics and peculiarities of a layered
personal image which is projected by most of us as individuals, and his process mimics
this by separating and painting each layered colour individually. He works from an
Artsource studio above the Rosemount Hotel in North Perth.

Mal Harry
Diana Prince
Oil on board
120 x 90cm
A$ 1,200

Eric H Y N Y N E N
erichynynen.com
@erichynynenart

Hynynen (pron. Hoo-noo-nen) first graduated with a Bachelor of Science from Curtin and
then a short time later studied art at Edith Cowan. In 2009 Hynynen graduated from the
prestigious Finnish Academy of Fine Arts with a Master of Fine Arts degree. Living
internationally and being immersed in contemporary art abroad has broadened his
practice to include video art and he was selected as a finalist in the Celeste Prize in New
York. These paintings question ironies in society and provide a counterpoint between
‘man-made’ modernity, consumerism and expectation against the value and potential of
simplicity in the natural world.

Eric Hynynen
Midnight Cowboys
Acrylic on canvas
140 x 170cm
A$ 2,400

Eric Hynynen
The Bold and the Beautiful
Acrylic on canvas
120 x 150cm
A$ 1,500

Eric Hynynen
Pile
Enamel on men’s ties
44 x 44 x 16cm
A$ 700

Eric Hynynen
Canvascape
Enamel on canvas
36 x 36 x 16cm
A$ 700

Eric Hynynen
Sanctuary
Acrylic on canvas
140 x 170cm
A$ 2,700

Waldemar K O L B U S Z
kolbusz.com.au
@waldemarkolbusz

Waldemar Kolbusz
Long Afternoon
Oil on canvas
91 x 153cm
A$ 9,500 framed

Waldemar Kolbusz
Around
Oil on canvas
91 x 91cm
A$ 6,000 framed

Imogen K O T S O G L O
imogenkotsoglo.com
@i.kotsoglo

Kotsoglo graduated from RMIT and while now Perth based, travels extensively. She is a
visual artist who is primarily concerned with exploring the capacity of drawing and
installation to represent and express our relationship with, and understanding of, the
natural world. In response to our tendency to overlook the minute in favour of the
spectacle, these works, through the use of delicate graphite dots and hatched lines,
examine the relative biodiversity of natural environments in Australia and Iceland, where
Kotsoglo spent time in artistic residency.

Imogen Kotsoglo
Phyto 11
Ink on Arches Aquarelle 300gsm
93 x 72cm
A$ 1,200 framed

Imogen Kotsoglo
Phyto 18
Ink on Arches Aquarelle 300gsm
93 x 72cm
A$ 1,200 framed

Imogen Kotsoglo
Phyto 17
Ink on Arches Aquarelle 300gsm
93 x 72cm
A$ 1,200 framed

Matthew Mc V E I G H
mattmcveigh.com.au
@matthewmcveigh

McVeigh is an interdisciplinary artist who graduated from WAAPA. His practice is
predominantly interested in how identities, histories and institutions can be consumed
and subsumed into homogenized narratives. He employs a wide range of materials,
processes, technologies and semiotics to create work that is bold and layered with
nuance and meaning. These works have been created from frequent visits to the Pilbara
region and employ technical drawing and graphing techniques used for geological
surveying. The ochre used in these works was gifted to McVeigh by traditional
landowners. Works from this series have been acquired by both the Holmes à Court
collection and the Art Gallery of WA collection.

Matthew McVeigh
Fractured
Fire, Pilbara ochre, acrylic and ink on wood
92 x 122cm
A$ 2,700 (framed)

Matthew McVeigh
Spinifex Season
Pilbara ochre, acrylic, ink, pastel on wood
62 x 92cm
A$ 1,600 (framed)

Matthew McVeigh
Excavated
Pilbara ochre, acrylic, ink, pastel on wood
62 x 92cm
A$ 1,600 (framed)

Ryan N A Z Z A R I
@mrnazzari

Nazzari is a Perth artist with an obsessive social media presence of over 10,000 artwork
images online. Working with drawing, technology, collage and a combination of these,
he constantly works and reworks. These rarer paintings are formed over extended
periods of time with scores of layers building up to both reveal and conceal, jostling
automation with a deeply sensitive and humanistic process ultimately showing a
beautiful, teetering tension between confidence and fragility. Nazzari graduated from
Curtin and has exhibited in important exhibitions nationally.

Ryan Nazzari
Untitled 5
Acrylic on canvas
35 x 35cm
A$ 250

Ryan Nazzari
Untitled 6
Acrylic on canvas
35 x 35cm
A$ 250

Ryan Nazzari
Untitled 1
Acrylic on canvas
35 x 35cm
A$ 250

Ryan Nazzari
Untitled 2
Acrylic on canvas
35 x 35cm
A$ 250

Ryan Nazzari
Untitled 3
Acrylic on canvas
30 x 30cm
A$ 250

Ryan Nazzari
Untitled 4
Acrylic on canvas
35 x 35cm
A$ 250

Annette P E T E R S O N
annettepeterson.com.au
@annettegracepeterson

Peterson holds a fascination for the interplay of light and atmosphere on the mood of
everyday suburban street scenes. Peterson also loves cars and driving and has a curiosity
to investigate what lies around the next corner. She utilises photography and painting
techniques together to render stop motion and changing shutter speeds in her paintings,
captured from the window of her car. These delicate documents of suburbia show a
mature sensitivity, and her love of cars and driving mock antiquated, stereotypical
gender roles. Peterson graduated in 2019 from Curtin University following a successful
career in journalism and has already amassed numerous awards.

Annette Peterson
Graduation
Oil on board
30 x 40cm
A$ 450 (framed)

Annette Peterson
They’re Finally Doing Something
With the Backyard
Oil on board
30 x 40cm
A$ 550 (framed)

Annette Peterson
Freeway
Oil on board
40 x 40cm
A$ 550 (framed)

Annette Peterson
The More I Looked the More I Pondered
Oil on board
40 x 40cm
A$ 550 (framed)

Annette Peterson
Remnant
Oil on board
40 x 40cm
A$ 550 (framed)

Anna S A B A D I N I
Sabadini received a Doctor of Creative Arts from Curtin University in 2007, has shown
nationally and has won numerous awards. Her paintings are deeply rooted in an
exploration of materiality and question relevance, and show analysis of her place within
contemporary art considerations. Sabadini also writes and lectures and is in significant
collections. These works investigate inspiration and history and loop deeper insights in
each consecutive panel.

Anna Sabadini
Watteau Underpaintings
Oil on board
180 x 180cm
A$ 5,000

Anna Sabadini
Midnight Grapefruit
Oil on board
45 x 135cm
A$ 2,500

Anna Sabadini
Need That Blue
Oil on board
135 x 90cm
A$ 3,400

Graham S T O V E
@grahamstoveart

Stove works with texture and pattern on canvas, paper and fabric to investigate motif
and grids and investigates their importance in cultural communications. Moving away
from the rigidity of repetitive structure seen in his earlier works, these new paintings
allow greater possibility for freedom and growth away from the restriction and
protection more organised compositions allow. Stove comes from a graphic design
background, fabrics and textile. He graduated from Curtin University and has lectured
and exhibited regularly. His works are held in numerous public and private collections.

Graham Stove
Hacienda
Mixed media on paper
85 x 69cm
A$ 700 framed

Graham Stove
Walled Garden
Mixed media on paper
85 x 69cm
A$ 700 framed

Graham Stove
Enclosure
Acrylic on canvas
40 x 31cm
A$ 800

Graham Stove
Cutting a New Pattern
Acrylic, charcoal, pencil on canvas
72 x 57cm
A$ 800 framed

Graham Stove
That Night They Blindfolded the King
Acrylic, charcoal, pencil on canvas
72 x 57cm
A$ 800 framed

